
Y6 – Y7: the transition to high school
How you can support your child.



Developing key skills
As children move from primary to high school, they will need to take 
more ownership of both their belongings and their actions. They will 
also need to be able to solve things for themselves. We hope that 
together we can encourage and support them to be: 
Independent
Organised
Resilient
Responsible citizens
Self-sufficient
A ‘ready’ learner



What are the main differences?
Children will be faced with a number of differences and potential 
challenges when moving from primary school to high school. These 
include:

Having to use a timetable
Finding their way around school
Prioritising homework
Getting the appropriate equipment ready
Making their own way to and from school



What are the main differences?
They will also have to get used to:

A different uniform
Different rules
New teachers – and lots of them!
Moving from room to room



Things you can do with them

Practise the route to school. Walk it together and see how long it 
takes. Get them to work out what time they will need to leave. 
Will they meet friends on the way? What time should they meet 
them? Talk about the route, where they will cross the road, busy 
junctions etc.
Where will they enter the school site? Will they meet a friend there? 
Where do they go once they get to school?
Discuss possible scenarios with them.



Things you can do with them
Discuss the timetable.
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Discuss the timetable

How long do classes last for?
How often do you do Spanish each week? Which day(s) is it on?
What subjects do you study every day? Why do you think that is?
List the special equipment you would need for classes on Tuesday.
Where will you study Computing?
When would you be able to talk to your Pastoral Manager about a problem?
Which class would you most look forward to? Why?
Which day would you most look forward to? Why?
Who would your teacher be for History?
Which room would you visit most often during the week? Where is it located?



Things you can do to help them

Get them used to reading timetables and maps.
Encourage them to copy out their school timetable and colour-code 
it. Remind them that we operate a 2-week timetable. 
Get them to make a note of the days when they will need special 
equipment such as P.E. and Cooking.
Provide them with a special place at home to keep all of their books.



Things you can do to help them
Remind your child that everyone is in the same boat when they start. 
Talk to them about ways to start a conversation if they find this 
difficult.
Remember that friendships take time to develop; don’t panic if they 
don’t make a new friend immediately.
Encourage them to join clubs and become involved in school life. 
This can be a good way to make friends with students in other forms.



What will they need to 
take with them each day to 
secondary school?



Do I really 
need to pack 

ALL of this 
EVERY day?



Things you can do to help them
Set up a daily checklist at home:
 School bag

 Pencil case

 Lunch

 Books 

 Homework

 PE Kit

 Water

 Reading book

 Musical instrument

 Letters





Why is organisation important?



Y6 – Y7 Transition

We will do everything we possibly can to work with you, your child and their primary 

school to ensure a smooth transition to us.

“An excellent, inclusive school. 
They really are dedicated to 
providing the best education 
and all-round experience for 
students."
S. Dean, Parent

"The school maintain a strong 
team of pastoral staff who 
provide effective support and 
guidance."
Ofsted

“So far my child is thriving being at Up 
Holland. It’s the first time I’ve ever 
heard him say ‘I actually look forward 
to going to school’ so thank you for 
making him feel happy and content 
here. Really pleased."
Y7 Parent

“Great job by St Thomas and Up 
Holland, managing the transition –
especially having teachers visit and 
take lessons at the end of Y6 and the 
summer sessions too. Thank you!"
Y7 Parent
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